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General Overview of Olaf 2 Release

- General Overview of release
  - Universal updates for all users – page 3
  - Epidemiology and Immunization – page 5
  - RIHP – page 7
  - STD – page 9
  - TB – page 11
Universal Updates for 6.4.1.6.5.5 MAVEN Release
Global Issues

- Update On-call Events Reference Code List. [MAEDSS-9662]
- Update Health Facilities Reference Code List. [MAEDSS-8978]
- Add formatting to Non-MAVEN users phone numbers. [MAEDSS-9556]
- Remove PROD Code (FBI) from the following workflow: *Local User Newly Created Event Review*. [MAEDSS-9590]
Epidemiology and Immunization
Epidemiology and Immunization

- Enable variable START_LBOH_INVESGTIGATION for BRU product code. [MAEDSS-6783]
- Enable a print template for rabies consults events. [MAEDSS-9562]
- Enable question SS_ELEVATED_LFT for RMSF, BAB, EHR and HGA product codes. [MAEDSS-9615]
Refugee Immigrant and Health Program
RIHP

- In Refugee Event Information Extract Change the variable answers HEALTH_ASSESS_SITE to the name of the site or a ref code, not phone number. [MAEDSS-7232]
- Disable Offline LBOH Refugee Notification Workflow. [MAEDSS-9598]
- Add Moldova to RIHP Country Reference Code. [MAEDSS-9599]
STD
STD Program Module

- Fix error message that occurs when trying to delete a link. [MAEDSS-9554]
- Add the field OP_INFORMATION to the field investigation QP. [MAEDSS-9574]
- Make Provider Contact questions repeatable. [MAEDSS-9555]
- Add response to SSuN Variable for GC Interview. [MAEDSS-9660]
- EPT_CONTACTS_TREATED should be repeatable. [MAEDSS-9385]
- Please add an option of T - Case Transferred to the DISPOSITION Reference group. [MAEDSS-9578]
- Add DIS Names to the Reference list DIS_NAMES. [MAEDSS-9593]
  - Change label for variable 'Were partner services requested' to 'Were partner services requested by clinician'. [MAEDSS-9652]
  - Change label for variable SCREEN_NAME_SITE from 'Which site' to 'Internet or mobile site used'. [MAEDSS-9653]
- Add options 'Did not ask' and 'Refused' to 'Sex at Birth'. [MAEDSS-9654]
- Increase the character length of the box for EXPOSURE_SETTING and EXPOSURE_SETTING_ADDRESS. [MAEDSS-9663]
TB
TB Program

- Retire Letters in TB Active/LTBI events. [MAEDSS-9603]
Thank you

- If you have any questions or concerns about this latest release of MAVEN please contact the helpdesk at isishelp@state.ma.us or 617-983-6801

- We encourage and need user feedback to make the enhancements our users want and need to do their job effectively

- Many of the new features you will find in this release are directly from user feedback so please let us know what you think and give us your suggestions